Abstract
Introduction
In this paper, we report the specifications for a groundtruthed mathematical character and symbol image database, called InftyCDB-1. The database is comprised of 467 pages of 30 articles on pure mathematics. InftyCDB-1 can be used, for example, in the following purposes:
• development and evaluation of character and scientific symbol recognition,
• development and evaluation of mathematical formula recognition, and
• analysis of words in mathematical documents.
InftyCDB-1 is freely usable for those research and development purposes.
All the character/symbol images in the 467 page images are included in the database with their ground-truth. Thus, users can get training data or test data for character/symbol recognition from the database. The ground-truth each character/symbol is composed of type, font (italic/upright, bold or not), quality (touched/broken) and link (relative position), and so on. Thus, for example, the database can be used for evaluations of font distinction ability in character recognition. Note that for all special (i.e., very rare) mathematical symbols, their own ground-truths have been carefully attached.
The image data are stored separated into word or math formula units. Thus, InftyCDB-1 can be used as a word image database or as a mathematical formula image database. The image data are arranged in alphabetic order independent of the content of papers. No whole page image is included in the database to avoid copyright problems.
Hereafter, the term character means not only ordinary characters (e.g., "A"), but also math symbols (e.g., "+"), unless otherwise noted. The term category means the finest level of character classification and the term type means a set of categories having a similar property. For example, "A", "B" and "C" are three categories belonging to the same type (Roman). In contrast, "A"(Roman), "A"(italic), "A"(calligraph), "A"(blackboard bold), "A" (German), and "A" (script) are six categories belonging to different types. Each character belongs to either the text region or the math region. The math region includes not only numbered equations but also in-line math formulae. Note that many in-line math formulae are composed of a single character, such as "x" in the sentence "The variable x denotes . . .".
Outline of database

Data collection
The documents contained in the database are 30 English articles on pure mathematics (published 1970 ∼ 2000) . The numbers of pages, characters, words and math expressions in the database are 467, 688,570, 108,914 and 21,056, respectively. For a quantitative analysis of the database, see [1] 1 . This database is larger than past databases for research on math-OCR (e.g., about 15,000 characters in [2] , about 10,000 characters in [3] ). Note that matrices, tables, and figures are excluded from the database. All pages were scanned in 600 dpi and binarized automatically by the same commercial scanner (RICOH Imagio Neo 450). The quality of the resulting page images varies with the quality of original print and/or copy. Several page images are noisy and include a lot of abnormal characters, such as touching or broken characters.
Ground-truth
The ground-truth for each character was attached manually by seven students in, or a graduate from, a university math department. The ground-truth of each character is composed of the following attributes:
• type, category and font and was attached to describe the structure of a math formula (as a tree). There are six kinds of links: horizontal, rightsuperscript, right-subscript, left-superscript, left-subscript, upper, and lower. Figure 1 shows the link structure of a formula x t = x t−k 2 + p. Note that the parent character of "+" is x and neither 2 nor k. The sixth attribute, location, is the rectangular coordinates (left,top,right,bottom) of the character image in the corresponding word/formula image. Each character data is connected to the word/formula image data by the seventh attribute, path, and the sixth attribute, location. 
Word segmentation
The segmentation of words is basically done by spacing. On the other hand, a set of consecutive math expressions in a line are unified into one formula regardless of the spacing, e.g., before and after a relative operators such as equal sign, etc. A word or a formula continued to next line is separated at the end of a line. Points (e.g. ",", ".", etc) are included in the word/formula just before the points. Opening parenthesis are included in the next word and closing parenthesis are included in the preceding words like points. Quotation marks are treated in a similar way.
In Figure 2 , the arrows show the segmentation points and the sentence is separated into 11 words/formulae in this example.
Structure of database
The database InftyCDB-1 is composed of two parts: (i) text data and (ii) image data, related to each other. Text data is a Microsoft Access or CSV-format, the user's choice, while image data are systematically named PNG files.
Text data
For each character, the 29 attributes listed in the Table 2 are attached:
The attribute (5) is code defined in our laboratory to distinguish character/symbol categories in the math-OCR software called InftyReader [5] . The attribute (6) is a string to read the character: e.g., "int" for " ", "Omega" for "Ω". The attribute (7) is "text" for text region character, and "math" for math region character. The attribute (8) is "True" (resp. "False") if the character is on the baseline (resp. in sub/super-script area). The attribute (9) (resp. (10) is "True" if the character is italic (resp. bold) font and "False" otherwise. The attribute (11) is "touched" for a touched character, "separate" for a broken character, "touch and sep" for touched and broken character, and "normal" otherwise. By using the attributes (14), (15), a user can reproduce the math tree structure for each formula.
As for the rule to define the path to the image file in the attribute (16), see 3.2 below.
Attributes (21) - (29) are the same for all the characters in a word/formula. Attribute (21) is the ID number attached to each word/formula. Attributes (22), (23) and (24) are string data that represent the corresponding word/formula in MathML format, LaTeX format, and IML format, respectively. IML format is the XML format used in the software developed in our laboratory, math-OCR "InftyReader" and an authoring tool "InftyEditor" for mathematical documents. According to those ground-truthed string data, users can evaluate the structural analysis procedures used in their own math-OCRs.
The attribute (29) is "True" for words at the beginning of line continued by hyphenation from the word at the end of previous line, and "False" for other cases. In Figure 3 , the latter part "monic" of "harmonic" has the SyllableAfter attribute "True".
A sample of the text data for a formula "
" and a word "and" is shown in Table 3 . As noted in 2.2, the link represents the positional relationship to the parent character. Thus, for example, the "HORIZONTAL" link of "|" (vert, CharID=24) means that it and its parent character "h" (CharID=18) are on the same level. Then, using the "HORIZONTAL" links from "h" to the fractional line (CharID=14 and the first character), it is found that the "|" is on the baseline.
Image data
To reduce the number of image files, the images of a same word in a same article are stored in one image file. However, italic words and upright words are stored in different image files, and Roman capital/small letter are distinguished so that, e.g., "And" "and" are stored in different image files. Formula images in an article are also grouped in a same way, when the expressions are identical. Image file names are defined as follows: 
Distribution
The database InftyCDB-1 is made and will be maintained in M.Suzuki laboratory, Faculty of Mathematics, Kyushu University. It is freely available for research and development purposes after user registration. (URL: http://www.inftyproject.org/).
The text data part is in CSV (16.8MB) or Microsoft Access format (26.7MB) as the user chooses, and the image data is in PNG format (202MB). The database is delivered in CD-ROM.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described our ground-truthed mathematical character and symbol image database, called InftyCDB-1. The database consists of two parts: text data and image data that are related to each other.
The ground-truth of each character is composed of type, font, quality (touched/broken) and link information to represent the tree structure of math formula, etc. The database includes all the 688,570 characters (and symbols) of 467 pages of 30 English articles on mathematics (published 1970∼ 2000) . Characters are grouped into words/formulae in the database. Total number of words and formulae in the database are 108,914 and 21,056, respectively. The database is freely usable for research, development and evaluation of math-OCRs. 
